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Following the events of Shadow Warrior 2, head to the dusty frontier to once again become a slave
to an order of bloodthirsty mercenaries, fight to get revenge on the oppressive empire that
mistreated you, and strike fear into the hearts of freedom fighters everywhere. Tons of content,
including: • The Story: In Shadow Warrior 2, you’ll relive the story of the original game, but you
won’t play as the same character. Meet 19 new characters and play with several revamped
characters from the first game. • New Multiplayer: Form a co-op squad to take on hordes of enemies
in new Versus mode, and make a brand-new player in the Murder with Mirrors co-op. • New Weapon
and Item System: Customize your weapons, gadgets, and gear. Recruit and equip dozens of badass
mercenaries, from ancient ninjas to headstrong bounty hunters, and upgrade their abilities. • New
Heroes and Villains: Play as 19 new mercenaries and 6 new bosses. • New Artistic Direction: See the
new world in brand-new detail. New weapon skins, character skins, and more await you in the
expansion!Q: One UI and Strategy pattern I'm quite new to OOP and trying to figure out the Strategy
pattern. I have a specialised website which can handle different content for the User. Depending on
the User, some options are displayed, as well as the structure of the content. So let's say that a User
would have a "Name" and "Location" field, as well as a "Menus" field. The "Menus" field would be
either :- "BLT" "Burger" "Franchising" If it's a BLT, the menu options would have a sub menu of items
such as "Tomato", "Egg", "Pepper", etc. If you select "Franchising", the menu options would have a
sub menu of items such as "Franchise", "Retail", "Administration", "Research". I am also trying to
keep the UI simple. For example, I don't want a UI with the User selecting options such as "BLT" and
then having to then further select item by item. I would instead want it to be like a dropdown menu,
where the User just selects and clicks "BLT". If I think about it
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Quot; Features Key:
Co-op, asymmetric, humans vs robots, Diablo-like, highly customizable!!!
Very detailed units, technology, research, trade, economy.
Fully simulated world, diplomacy
Deep, gorgeous, world generation with several styles, fully customizable.
Breathtaking graphics, retro buildings, and items
Multiple difficulties, AI difficulty from easy to sentinel with behaviors like computers or mastermind.
Extensive (you name it!) modding support from script modification to unit modeling, AoE attacks,
etc.

Please, enjoy our work.
This is a prototype version of the project, we are happy to receive any comment, dont hesitate to contact us.
Thank you for your time.

Current Progress:
Main story line is now done. Big Boss and the chain of events led to it. Main quest line. End of phase 1. You
are at the beginning of an end, you are part of a mission for ultimate supremacy!

Development stage:
Game works but is lacking technical elements. Current status is in Alpha build and you have a look at what
the finalized game will look like!
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